
A COMPARISON OF THE MUSICAL WEST SIDE STORY AND THE PLAY

ROMEO AND JULIET

Free Essay: Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet and West Side Story both have a Although West Side Story is a direct
rendition of Shakespeare's original play, It possess qualities of a musical, thriller, crime, drama, and romance to create
a.

Many of the events also reflect each other, yet small differences give them uniqueness. We have this
unshakeable feeling hat trouble is brewing as soon as the story commences. Too early seen unknown, and
known too late! Both stories portray no rationalism. The Sun for sorrow will not show his head. The climax
results because of the two fighting street gangs, and the two members of the rival gangs fall in love. This
altered ending clarifies the social message West Side Story delivers to its audience. West Side Story differs
from Romeo and Juliet in characterizations, plot sequences, and themes. The kind that defies everything even
families and loyalties. What if Paris killed Romeo, instead of vice versa. It is about rivalry between two
teenage gangs of different backgrounds. Everyone has their own love, and their of definition of what love
actually means. Robbins called upon the musical talents of composer Leonard Bernstein and the words of
Arthur Laurents for the script and book. She stabs ner heart witn a dagger which showed a lot more courage
than taking down pills. Comparatively, instead of animosity between feuding families Montagues and
Capulets , West Side Story offers prejudice between races, as illustrated between street gangs Gets and Sharks.
Fornever was there a story of more woe, than this of Juliet and her Romeo'. The two main female characters
also have many things incommon. Juliet goes off and marries Romeo without tellinganyone. Juliet and Maria
both come from families that hate each other'sboyfriend's families. It is here where Lieutenant Schrank
becomes aware of the potential rumble. This deep intense emotion shared by both male protagonists is what
propels both stories forward. Tybalt enrages Remeo and causes him to kill Tybalt. The main male characters
have many things in common. Both deathsare accidental and cause the hero's Romeo and Toni to kill the close
relativeof their lovers Tybalta and Bernardo. Both male characters seem defined by their extreme emotions
and capacity for deep love. The ame way, Maria showed force of will over emotionswhen she agreed to marry
Chino. The same goes to Romeo and Juliet, who met untimely death at the end of the story. Anton, a member
of the white gang, fell in love with Maria, the sister of the leader of the rival Puerto Rican gang. The theater at
times was filled with laughter and sadness to create an interesting emotional roller coaster. His capacity for
deep passionate love is merely an extension of his capacity for intense feelings of all kinds. Romeo and Juliet
is undoubtedly the most popular romantic love story to ever hit the literary world. It talks about intense
passion between the star-crossed lover Romeo and Juliet. Their delicate situation ends with tragedy. Identical
to Romeo and Juliet, love is their sole concern. In both of these plays the main male character kills a relative
of their lover. I will be talking about the body language, costumes, colour schemes, the sounds, music and
camera angles used in each of the films. Juliet killed herself upon finding out that Romeo is dead not out ot
weakness but out ot love. In both stories, love is linked to death. It is impossible for anyone familiar with both
texts to not note the obvious major similarities between the two plays


